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Abstract
Tumor organoids recapitulate pathological properties and would serve as an excellent ex vivo model for drug discovery.
Here, we performed an unbiased drug screening on drivers-defined tumor organoids from mouse endometrial cancer, the
most prevalent gynecological malignancy in human, with a small molecule library targeting epigenetic factors. Among them,
menin-MLL inhibitors MI-136 and MI-463 scored. The therapeutic capacity of MI-136 was further validated in tumor
organoids in vitro and an orthotopic model in vivo. CRISPR/cas9-mediated mutations of major components of the menin-
MLL complex, Men1, Kmt2a and Ash2l, inhibited the growth of tumor organoids, suggesting that the complex was the
target of MI-136. Transcriptome analysis showed that the hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF) pathway was the most significantly
downregulated pathway by MI-136 treatment. Consistently, Men1, Kmt2a, and Ash2l knockout also repressed the
expressions of the HIF target genes. Loss of Hif1a or Hif1b partially phenocopied the inhibition of the menin-MLL complex
by MI-136 or mutations in term of tumor organoid growth. Further, we found that MEN1 was upregulated in human
endometrial cancers, which were tightly correlated with the expression levels of HIF1A, and associated with poor prognosis.
Importantly, MI-136 also significantly inhibited the growth of endometrial cancer organoids derived from patients. Thus, our
study identified MI-136 as a potential inhibitor for endometrial cancer through regulating the HIF pathway, a novel
molecular mechanism distinguished from those in AML and prostate cancer.

Background

Endometrial cancer is a lethal malignancy originating
from the endometrial epithelial tissue [1]. It accounts for
~20–30% of female reproductive tract cancers and is one
of the very few human cancers with increased incidences
during last two decades [2]. The recurrence and

metastasis rates of stage III patients are high after
treatment and the prognosis is extremely poor. The 5-
year survival rate of stage III patients is ~40%, and that
of stage IV patients is 5–15% [3]. There is an unmet need
for effective treatment for endometrial cancer [4].
Though hormonal therapy has been a ‘standard’ treat-
ment for these patients for four decades, endometrioid
histology limits its therapeutic population [5]. Women
with advanced endometrial cancer for whom treatment
failed with first-line therapies have few treatment
options [5].

Recent genomic studies have found a large number of
genetic and epigenetic alterations in endometrial cancers
[6, 7]. TP53, PTEN, PIK3CA, FBXW7, and KRAS are
frequently mutated in human endometrial cancers [6, 8].
PTEN mutations often co-occurred with other mutations
in the PI3K/AKT pathway [7, 9, 10]. Loss of PTEN
function leads to upregulation of the PI3K/AKT/mTOR
pathway, which promotes cell growth [11]. TP53 muta-
tions or loss happen in almost all type II endometrial
cancer patients and are strongly associated with poor
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prognosis [3]. TP53 mutations often accompany exten-
sive copy number alterations, low ER/PR levels and few
DNA methylation changes in uterine serous tumors and
~25% of high-grade endometrioid cancer [7].

Besides genetic mutations, epigenetic alterations,
including both histone modifications and DNA methy-
lations, are also underlying the pathology of human
endometrial cancers [12]. Promoter hypermethylation is
associated with downregulated expressions of target
genes, such as tumor suppressors PTEN [13], RSK4 [14],
APC [15, 16], and CDKN2A [17, 18]. In addition,
changes in CpG island and expressions of DNMTs have
been found in endometrial cancer, all of which can lead
to DNA methylation changes [19, 20]. Histone mod-
ification enzymes, including histone deacetylases
(HDACs), histone acetyltransferases (HATs), histone
methyltransferases (HMTs), and histone demethylases
(HDMs), are frequently dysregulated in endometrial
cancer and associated with tumor aggressiveness features
[21–25]. Though the potential functions and detailed
mechanisms of these epigenetic abnormalities have not
been fully understood, these epigenetic abnormalities
may give rise to susceptibilities for endometrial cancer,
which can be new targets for treatments.

Previous studies on endometrial cancer largely relied
on 2-D cultured cell lines [26]. Tumor cell lines are
insufficient to represent the clinic pathologies of this
disease. Recently, tumor organoids have been developed
as 3D cultured ex vivo structures from biopsies of
patients or model animals [27]. It has been shown that
tumor organoids can precisely recapitulate most of the
characteristics of the disease, including genetic muta-
tions, cellular components and, most importantly,
responses to clinic drug treatments [28–30]. Both normal
and tumor organoids have also been successfully
developed from human and mouse endometrial tissues
[31, 32]. Patient-derived endometrial cancer organoids
accurately replicate the genetic mutational landscape and
represent patient-specific drug responses. However,
given the heterogeneity among individuals, it is chal-
lenging to generalize the studies from patient-derived
organoids. In this case, tumor organoids driven by
defined genetic drivers from model animals were of
value to identify therapeutic targets and inhibitors for a
group or subgroup of diseases.

In the present study, we generated an orthotopic primary
endometrial cancer mouse model driven by Trp53, Pten, and
Pik3r1 loss and developed drivers-defined tumor organoids
from this model. An epigenetic drug library screening was
performed on these organoids. One of the top candidates from
the screening was further validated in vitro and in vivo and the
potential underlying molecular mechanism was explored by
transcriptional and epigenetic analysis.

Results

Organoid-based small molecule screening with an
epigenetic drug library for endometrial cancer

Tumor organoids have been shown being able to better
represent the characteristics of the diseases than other
in vitro models and therefore be of value for identifying
potential drugs for human cancers [29, 32]. However, the
heterogeneity among patients dramatically increases the
complexity of drug screening with tumor organoids. To
simplify tumor organoid-based drug library screening, we
decided to develop drivers-defined endometrial cancer
organoids from orthotopic primary mouse endometrial
cancer model and then perform small molecule library
screening on these tumor organoids (Fig. 1a). Firstly, we
generated a drivers-defined mouse endometrial cancer
model with mutations on Trp53, Pten and Pik3r1 and
overexpressions of Myc and KrasG12D (published else-
where), which could represent the majority of human
endometrial cancers with poor prognosis. Cancer cells from
freshly dissected mouse endometrial cancer self-organized
into a 3D structure in culture medium with matrigel (Fig.
1b). These endometrial cancer organoids could be main-
tained and passaged stably infinitely. Hematoxylin & Eosin
staining showed histology of the tumor organoids, including
atypical nucleus, resembling that of high grade endometrial
cancer in patients (Fig. 1b).

A small molecule library of 276 compounds, targeting
epigenetic factors including histone methyltransferases,
demethylases, DNA methyltransferases and epigenetic
readers, was used (Fig. 1c). Endometrial cancer organoids
were cultured in 96-well plates. Each inhibitor was added
into two replicate wells at the concentration of 10 μM. Three
days later, the surviving organoids were quantified by Cell
counting kit-8 (CCK-8), a sensitive mitochondrial activity-
based assay for cell viability. Inhibition scores for each drug
were determined by comparing to that of vehicle-treated
organoids (Fig. 1d). 11 drugs completely abolished the
growth of tumor organoids, 25 reduced the organoid growth
to <10% of control, and 41 reduced to 10–50% (Fig. 1e).
The compounds that induced >50% inhibition in the endo-
metrial cancer organoids were enriched in those targeting
HDAC, Aurora Kinase and DNA/RNA synthesis, consistent
with previous reports and thus validating our screening [33–
35]. It is interesting that the top categories that completely
inhibited the growth of tumor organoids were those targeting
HMTs. Among the three HMT inhibitors, MI-136 caught
our attention because it has recently been shown to be able
to treat prostate cancer and leukemia and several drugs tar-
geting the same target, the menin-MLL complex, are tested
in clinical trials (Fig. 1f, g) [36–38]. Thus, we decided to
further investigate this inhibitor in endometrial cancer.
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Menin-MLL inhibitor MI-136 inhibited the growth of
endometrial cancer organoids

Interestingly, two independent menin-MLL inhibitors, MI-
136 and MI-463, were among the top candidates (Fig. 2a).
MI-136 had nearly 100% inhibitory effect for endometrial
cancer organoid growth, while MI-463 ~50% inhibition ratio
(Fig. 2b, c). Menin-MLL inhibitors have been shown to be

effective for MLL-rearranged leukemia [36, 37] and andro-
gen receptor-dependent prostate cancer [38]. We wonder if
these inhibitors would hold promise for endometrial cancer,
a female malignancy driven by distinct mechanism.

Firstly, we performed a validation experiment and con-
firmed the strong inhibition of MI-136 on endometrial
cancer organoid growth (Fig. 2d). Then, we titrated the
concentrations of MI-136 and found that as low as 2.5 μM

Fig. 1 Organoid-based small molecule screening with an epigenetic
drug library for endometrial cancer. a Schematic of the high-
throughput epigenetic drug Screening. Endometrial cancer cells
derived from a primary orthotopic mouse model were cultured with
matrigel in 96-well plates. After 24 h of culture, organoids were treated
with compounds from an epigenetic drug library of 276 compounds
individually. After 72 h of treatment, imaging assay was used to
determine organoid number and size. And then, cell viability was
analyzed by CCK8 assay. b Left, bright-field image of endometrial
cancer organoids, showing morphological characteristics. Scale bar,
50 μm. Right, Haematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) staining of endometrial

cancer organoids. Scale bar, 10 μm. c Summary of drug classification
in the epigenetic drug library. d Representative images of tumor
organoids with the proportions of cell viability at 0%, 50%, and 100%,
relative to that of the vehicle treated ones. e The numbers of drugs with
which the survival ratios were 0%, 0–10%, 10–50%, 50–100% and
more than 100%, relative to the vehicle group. f Incidence of cell
viability at 0%, 0–10%, 10–50%, 50–100% and more than 100% after
treatment in each kind of target. The numbers above the bars indicated
the drug numbers in this class. g Summary of the drug library
screening showing the relative survival ratios of tumor organoids
treated with individual drug.
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MI-136 could significantly reduce the growth of endo-
metrial cancer organoids. Higher concentrations of MI-136
(5 and 10 μM) completely inhibited the growth and

further induced the death of tumor organoids (Fig. 2d). IC50

of MI-136 on these endometrial cancer organoids was
4.5 μM (Fig. 2e).
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To measure the effect of MI-136 on the proliferation of
tumor organoids, we performed EdU incorporation assay.
Half of the tumor cells in untreated organoids were EdU
positive, indicating high proliferating feature of our endo-
metrial cancer cells. In striking contrast, after 18 h of
treatment with 10 μM MI-136, EdU incorporation was
completely abolished, suggesting that MI-136 prevented
endometrial cancer growth mainly through inhibiting pro-
liferation (Fig. 2f, g).

Further, we tested the potential combination effect of MI-
136 with carboplatin, a first-line chemotherapy drug for
endometrial cancer. When applied with carboplatin, MI-136
could significantly inhibit the growth of endometrial cancer
organoids at much lower concentrations, suggesting a
potential combination therapy of MI-136 (Fig. 2h).

To confirm the menin-MLL complex as bona fide ther-
apeutic target in endometrial cancer, we tested whether
deficiencies of the major components of this complex,
Men1, Kmt2a and Ash2l, by CRISPR/Cas9 would impair
the growth of tumor organoids (Fig. 2i). We introduced
Cas9 and sgRNAs targeting Men1, Kmt2a or Ash2l into
tumor organoids with lentivirus. T7E1 assay showed that
Men1, Kmt2a and Ash2l were efficiently disrupted by
CRISPR/cas9 (Fig. 2j). Consistently with MI-136 treatment,
mutations of Men1, Kmt2a and Ash2l significantly inhibited
tumor organoid growth, compared to organoids with
sgRNA-scramble (Fig. 2k–m). Thus, MI-136 is a potent
inhibitor for endometrial cancer by targeting the menin-
MLL complex.

MI-136 inhibited Tumor Growth in an orthotopic
endometrial cancer mouse model

To test the effect of MI-136 in vivo, we generated an
orthotopic endometrial cancer mouse model by injecting the
above endometrial cancer organoids into the uterus of 8-
week-old nude mice. These cancer organoids were
luciferase-expressing and therefore we could monitor the
growth of these orthotopic tumors by bioluminescence
imaging. MI-136 was delivered by daily intraperitoneal
injections at 40 mg/kg bodyweight, following a protocol for
prostate cancer as reported [38]. Bioluminescence imaging
was taken once per week (Fig. 3a). To reduce the effect of
the variations of tumor sizes before treatment, we paired the
animals by the initial fluorescence signal intensity. A total
of 3 pairs of recipient mice were treated with MI-136 or
vehicle. In Pair#1, the initial fluorescence signal intensity
was 7.28 × 105 (Vehicle) and 6.41 × 105 (MI-136), respec-
tively. The tumor in the vehicle-treated mouse grew rapidly,
indicated by dramatically increased fluorescence signal
intensity to 9.15 × 106 at 4 days, 4.63 × 107 at 11 days and
7.51 × 107 at 18 days (Fig. 3b). In contrast, the MI-136
treated tumor barely grew during the period of 18-day
treatment and was inhibited by 72.60% at 4 days, 88.12% at
11 days and 98.86% at 18 days (Fig. 3d). Similar inhibition
of tumor growth was also observed in Pair#2 and Pair#3
(Fig. 3b, c). The average inhibition ratios of tumor growth
by MI-136 were 52.70% at 4 days, 73.76% at 11 days and
89.31% at 18 days (Fig. 3d). The treatment stopped at day
18 for some control animals died or were too weak. The
average survival of MI-136 treated mice were 26 days,
comparing to 16 days of vehicle treated ones (p= 0.0078)
(Fig. 3e). Taken together, these results demonstrated that
menin-MLL inhibitor MI-136 substantially delayed pro-
gression of endometrial cancer in vivo.

MI-136 treatment inhibited the HIF signaling
pathway

In MLL-rearranged AML, MI-136 directly breaks the
interaction of menin with MLL-fusion proteins and thus
represses the expressions of MLL-fusion downstream HOX
genes [37]. In prostate cancer, MI-136 inhibits tumor
growth by repressing menin-MLL complex mediated
androgen signaling [38]. Since there are neither MLL-
fusion protein nor androgen signaling functions in endo-
metrial cancer, MI-136 must work through a different
mechanism in this gynecological malignancy. To explore
the molecular mechanism of MI-136 on endometrial cancer,
we performed RNA-sequencing analysis to compare the
transcriptomes of endometrial cancer organoids treated with
MI-136 or vehicle. There were 580 and 777 genes sig-
nificantly up- and down-regulated, respectively, in

Fig. 2 Menin-MLL inhibitor MI-136 inhibited the growth of
endometrial cancer organoids in vitro. a Chemical structures of the
Menin-MLL inhibitors MI-136 and MI-463. b The proportions of cell
viability treated with MI-136 or MI-463 at 10 μM, relative to that of
vehicle treated organoids. n= 3. Error bars represent SD. **p < 0.01;
***p < 0.001. c Representative images of endometrial cancer orga-
noids treated with vehicle or MI-136 at 10 μM. Scale bars, 200 μm.
d The growth curves showing numbers of tumor organoids treated
with MI-136 of indicated concentrations over time. n= 3. Error bars
represent SD. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001. e Drug dose
response curve showing cell viability of endometrial cancer organoids
in response to 72 h treatment of MI-136. IC50 was shown. n= 3. Error
bars represent SD. f Representative images of EdU staining of endo-
metrial cancer organoids treated with vehicle or MI-136 for 18 h. Scale
bar, 80 and 40 µm. g Densitometric analysis of EdU levels normalized
to DAPI levels in endometrial cancer organoids, calculated with Imaris
software. Error bars represent SD. ***p < 0.001. h Relative survival of
endometrial cancer organoids treated with combinations of MI-136
and Carboplatin at indicated concentrations. The numbers in the color
block indicated the combination index. i Schematic of the structure of
the menin-MLL complex. j. T7 endonuclease 1 (T7E1) assays on
Men1, Ash2l, and Kmt2a using infected cancer organoid. k Repre-
sentative images of mouse endometrial cancer organoids expressing
sgScramble, sgMen1, sgAsh2l or sgKmt2a, measured at 48 h after
infection. Scale bar, 50 µm. m The organoid numbers expressing
sgScramble, sgMen1, sgAsh2l or sgKmt2a. n= 3. Error bars represent
SD. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.
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endometrial cancer organoids after 12 h of treatment with
10 μM MI-136 (Fig. 4a).

Interestingly, KEGG pathway analysis revealed that the
HIF-1 signaling pathway was the top one enriched in
downregulated genes (padj= 4.9e-07) (Fig. 4b). Con-
sistently, GO Analysis also showed that multiple HIF-
related pathways, including response to hypoxia, response
to oxygen levels and response to decreased oxygen levels,
were significantly enriched in downregulated genes, aside
with proliferation-related pathways (Fig. 4c). Regulatory
network analysis of these enriched KEGG pathways and
GO BP pathways with ClusterProfiler further demonstrated
that the HIF pathway was the most significantly enriched
pathway downregulated by MI-136 (Fig. 4d, e). Gene set
enrichment analysis (GSEA) indicated that all of the Hall-
mark Hypoxia gene set (NES=−1.87, FDR q= 0.00),
QI_Hypoxia gene set (NES=−2.25, FDR q= 0.00),
PID_HIF1_TF gene set (NES=−1.91, FDR q= 0.02) and
Elvidge_Hypoxia_up gene set (NES=−2.08, FDR q=
0.00) were significantly negatively enriched in endometrial
cancer organoids treated with MI-136, compared to those
with vehicle (Fig. 4f).

Indeed, 19 out of the 90 bona fide HIF target genes,
including Arnt, Egln1, Egln3, Hk1 and Hk2, were
downregulated for more than 1.3-fold by MI-136 (p < 2e-
08) (Fig. 4g). Motif discovery analysis by HOMER
showed that both HIF-1a and HIF-1b binding motives

were significantly enriched in MI-136 downregulated
genes (p= 1e-4 and 1e-3, respectively) (Fig. 4h). Over-
all, these results demonstrated that menin-MLL inhibitor
MI-136 inhibited HIF signaling pathway in mouse
endometrial cancer organoids.

Menin directly bound at HIF target genes and
regulated their expressions

The menin-MLL complex can directly bind on the pro-
moters and coding regions of its target genes. We wondered
if these HIF pathway genes downregulated by MI-136
would be direct targets of the menin-MLL complex. We
analyzed ChIP-seq data with antibodies against menin in
prostate cancer cells (accession codes: GSM3893168,
GSM3893171) and breast cancer cells (GSM2264617,
GSM2264618, GSM2264619, GSM2264620). We found
that most of these MI-136 downregulated genes had sig-
nificant binding of menin on their promoters and coding
regions (Fig. 5a–d) (Supplemental Fig. 1). Specifically,
nitric oxide synthase 2 and 3 (Nos2/3) are directly tran-
scriptionally regulated by HIF and can promote the pro-
liferation and tumorigenic angiogenesis of multiple cancer
cells [39, 40]. Menin bound on both the promoters and
coding regions of Nos2 and Nos3 (Fig. 5a, b). Consistently,
the expressions of both Nos2 and Nos3 were significantly
reduced in MI-136 treated endometrial cancer organoids,
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measured by both RNA-seq and qRT-PCR (Fig. 5a, b). The
glycolytic enzyme 6-phosphofructo-2-kinase/fructose-2,6-
biphosphatase 3 (Pfkfb3), a transcriptional target of HIF, is

upregulated in several cancers and proposed to be potential
therapeutic target for cancer treatment [41, 42]. Menin also
could directly bind on its promoter and coding region and
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MI-136 treatment significantly reduced the expression of
Pfkfb3 in endometrial cancer organoids (Fig. 5c). Similarly,
Caveolin-1 (Cav1), an oncogenic protein [43] tran-
scriptionally regulated by HIF1a, was also bound by menin
and downregulated by MI-136 (Fig. 5d).

Importantly, we showed that, the expressions of these
HIF target genes, Nos2, Nos3, Cav1, and others, which
were repressed in tumor organoids by MI-136 treatment
and regulated by menin, were also significantly reduced
in organoids with Men1, Kmt2a or Ash2l loss (Fig. 5e).
These data suggested that multiple HIF pathway genes
were directly regulated by the menin-MLL complex and
inhibition of the menin-MLL interaction by MI-136
transcriptionally downregulated the HIF pathway.

Further, to test the potential roles of the HIF pathway
as mediators of the menin-MLL complex in endometrial
cancer, we knockouted Hif1a and Hif1b in tumor orga-
noids with CRISPR/cas9. We found that loss of either
Hif1a or Hif1b significantly inhibited the growth of
tumor organoids, compared with those with sgRNA-
scramble (Fig. 5f). Consistently, Hif1a and Hif1b defi-
ciencies also had similar effects on the expressions of
MI-136 regulated genes, Nos2, Nos3, Cav1, Sperpines1
and many others (Fig. 5g). Thus, targeting the menin-
MLLL complex impaired the growth of endometrial
cancer through inhibiting the HIF pathway.

The menin-HIF axis was upregulated in human
endometrial cancer and MI-136 inhibited the growth
of human endometrial cancer organoids

Then we wondered whether the molecular mechanism and
treatment strategy that we found in mouse endometrial

cancer would be upheld in human patients. We analyzed the
transcriptomic data of human endometrial cancer, compar-
ing to normal endometrial tissues, in TCGA cohort. Both
MEN1 and HIF1A were significantly upregulated in human
endometrial cancer than normal tissues (p < 2.2e-16 and
p= 0.00028, respectively) (Fig. 6a). Strikingly, there was a
strong positive correlation between the expression levels of
MEN1 and HIF1A in patients (R= 0.4, p < 2e-16) (Fig. 6b).
More importantly, high level of MEN1 was significantly
associated with poor prognosis in terms of both overall
survival and relapse-free survival in endometrial cancer
patients (Fig. 6c, d). These data suggested that the MEN1-
HIF axis was activated in human endometrial cancer and
predicted a poor outcome.

Then, we tested the therapeutic effect of MI-136 in
human endometrial cancer. We successfully cultured tumor
organoids from four endometrial cancer patients and treated
them with or without MI-136. The growth of these orga-
noids was measured by both CCK-8 for cell viability and
the numbers of surviving tumor organoids were counted. In
all cases, MI-136 strongly reduced cell viability and orga-
noid numbers of human endometrial cancer organoids for at
least 60% (Fig. 6e–h). Thus, the menin-MLL inhibitor MI-
136 was effective to inhibit the growth of not only mouse
endometrial cancer but also human endometrial cancer.

Discussion

In this study, we constructed a new drug discovery pipeline
for endometrial cancer through small molecule library
screening based on drivers-defined tumor organoids. As an
example, we performed a screening with 276 epigenetic
inhibitors. Though epigenetic abnormalities are frequent in
human endometrial cancer, there are few epigenetic ther-
apeutic targets or inhibitors identified for this notorious
disease [12, 25]. Besides many other known inhibitors, our
screening identified an unexpected inhibitor MI-136. MI-
136 is a specific inhibitor for the menin-MLL complex. It
has been shown to be potent on MLL-fusion driven AML
and prostate cancer [36, 38]. But this inhibitor and its target
the menin-MLL complex have not been studied in endo-
metrial cancer. We showed that MI-136 strongly inhibited
endometrial cancer both ex vivo and in vivo, and also
human tumor organoids. Several menin-MLL inhibitors,
including KO-539 and SNDX-5613, are in clinical trials for
leukemia patients. Further testing these inhibitors in future
clinical trials on endometrial cancer would provide new
promise for patients.

Previous studies on menin-MLL complex and its inhi-
bitors were focused on MLL-arranged AML [37, 44] and
androgen receptor-dependent prostate cancer [38]. In AML
with MLL translocations, menin directly binds with MLL

Fig. 4 MI-136 treatment inhibited the HIF signaling pathway in
endometrial cancer organoids. a Heatmap showing the differentially
expressed genes between mouse endometrial cancer organoids treated
with vehicle or MI-136 for 12 h, measured by RNA-seq. b Bar plots
showing the most enriched KEGG pathways in the downregulated
genes in endometrial cancer organoids treated with MI-136, comparing
to those with vehicle. c Bar plots showing the most enriched GO
pathways in the downregulated genes in endometrial cancer organoids
treated with MI-136, comparing to those with vehicle. * indicating the
HIF-related pathways. d Regulatory Network of enriched KEGG
pathways, analyzed with ClusterProfiler. Circle sizes for enriched
pathways represent the numbers of genes enriched in these pathways.
e Network analysis of enriched GO BP pathways, analyzed with
ClusterProfiler. Circle sizes for enriched pathways represent the
numbers of genes enriched in these pathways. f Gene set enrichment
analysis (GSEA) of Hallmark hypoxia, Qi hypoxia, PID HIF1 TF
pathway and Elvidge hypoxia up in endometrial cancer organoids
treated with MI-136, comparing to those with vehicle. g Left, Venn
diagram showing the overlapping of downregulated genes in MI-136
treated organoids with the HIF signaling pathway genes. Right, the
gene symbols of overlapped genes. h The enriched binding site
sequences of downregulated genes by MI-136, analyzed by HOMER.
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fusion proteins and upregulates the expressions of HOX
genes and thus its inhibitors disrupt the interaction between
menin and MLL fusion protein and downregulated HOX
genes. In prostate cancer, menin-MLL complex directly
interacts with androgen receptor to drive a castration
resistance program and menin-MLL inhibitors break the
interaction and inhibit tumor growth. In our study, endo-
metrial cancers, without either MLL fusion or androgen

receptor, also have high levels of MEN1 expressions. More
importantly, this disease depends on the activity of the
menin-MLL complex, revealed by MI-136 treatment and
mutations of the menin-MLL complex components, Men1,
Kmt2a, and Ash2l, by CRISPR/cas9. By transcriptome and
epigenetic analyses, we showed that the menin-MLL com-
plex directly regulated the expressions of multiple compo-
nents of the HIF pathway. Pharmaceutical and genetic
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Fig. 5 Menin directly bound on the promoters and gene bodies of
multiple HIF pathway genes which were downregulated by MI-
136. a–d Left, the binding peaks of menin on NOS2 (a), NOS3 (b),
PFKFB3 (c) and CAV1 (d), measured by ChIP-seq (GSE132827) and
the RNA-seq reads in endometrial cancer organoids treated with
vehicle or MI-136. Right, the relative expression level of Nos2 (a),
Nos3 (b), Pfkfb3 (c) and Cav1 (d), in MI-136 treated endometrial
cancer organoids, comparing to that of vehicle, measured by qRT-
PCR. n= 3. Error bars represent SD. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p <
0.001. e The relative expression level of Nos2, Nos3, Cav1, Serpine1,
Cdkn1b, Cxcr4, Ep300 and Akap12 in endometrial cancer organoids
expressing sgMen1, sgAsh2l, sgKmt2a, comparing to organoids

expressing sgScramble, measured by qRT-PCR. n= 3. Error bars
represent SD. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001. f (Left) Repre-
sentative images of mouse endometrial cancer organoids expressing
sgScramble, sgHif1a or sgHif1b, measured at 48 h after infection.
Scale bar, 50 µm. (Right) The organoid numbers expressing
sgScramble, sgHif1a or sgHif1b. n= 3. Error bars represent SD. *p <
0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001. j The relative expression level of
Nos2, Nos3, Cav1, Serpine1, Cdkn1b, Cxcr4, Ep300 and Akap12 in
endometrial cancer organoids expressing sgHif1a or sgHif1b, com-
paring to organoids expressing sgScramble, measured by qRT-PCR.
n= 3. Error bars represent SD. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.
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inhibitions of the men-MLL complex downregulated the
HIF pathway. Disruption of Hif1a or Hif1b mimicked the
effects of MI-136 treatment. Thus, the HIF pathway is a key
mediator of the menin-MLL complex in endometrial cancer.
Taken together, our study revealed a novel molecular
mechanism of the menin-MLL complex in endometrial
cancer. It would be interesting to test whether the menin-
MLL complex would directly bind with HIF1 and regulate
their downstream targets in endometrial cancer cells.

Conclusion

In summary, our study suggested a new treatment strategy
and revealed the menin-HIF axis as an unexpected mole-
cular mechanism for endometrial cancer. It would be

interesting to test whether the menin-HIF axis would also
underlie the molecular mechanisms of other cancers.

Material and methods

Mouse organoid culture

The mouse uterus was removed, cut and digested with
collagenase. After filtered through 100 μm filter and col-
lected by centrifugation, the fresh uterus cells were resus-
pended in ice-cold Matrigel (BD, 354230). The basal
culture medium for mouse organoids was slightly modified
from previously report [31]. Organoids were passaged every
3–5 days. Lentiviral plasmid encoding sgRNA targeting
Trp53, Pten and Pik3r1 were constructed. Retroviral
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plasmid encoding cDNA of Myc and KrasG12D were con-
structed. Viral particles were generated. Organoids were
infected with lentiviruses and retroviruses. After passage
and genotype identification, infected organoids were injec-
ted into the left uterus of 8-week-old nude mice. Mice were
monitored by bioluminescence imaging.

The mouse endometrial tumor was removed, minced into
small pieces and placed into gentleMACS tube with 1.0mg/
ml Collagenase I/0.5 mg/ml Collagenase IV/DMEM/F12.
Then the tube was put into a gentleMACS tissue processor
and the Program m_lung_01.02 was run. After that, detach
the tube from the gentleMACS tissue processor, incubate
sample with gentle shaking at 37 °C for 20–30min, and then
run the gentleMACS Program m_lung_02.01. The super-
natant was passed through a 100-μm cell filter (Corning,
431752) and the filter was washed several times with med-
ium. The cells were collected by centrifugation, resuspended
in ice-cold Matrigel (BD, 354230) at a ratio of 1:20 (vol:vol).
Thirty-microlitre drops of Matrigel-cell suspension were pla-
ted into 48-well plates (Costar, 3548), overlaid with 150 μl
organoid Expansion Medium (ExM) and set at 37 °C. The
ExM was changed every three days and they were passaged
by manual pipetting every 5–7 days. The ExM was as fol-
lows: Advanced Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium/F12 was
supplemented with penicillin/streptomycin, 2 mM Gluta-
MAX, 1 × B27 (Life Technologies), 1 × N2 (Life Technolo-
gies), 10 nM gastrin I (Sigma), 1 mM N-acetylcysteine
(Sigma) and 10mM Nicotinamide (Sigma). The
following growth factors were used: 50 ng/ml mouse recom-
binant EGF, 100 ng/ml mouse recombinant noggin
(Peprotech), 100 ng/ml mouse recombinant FGF10 (Pepro-
tech), 125 ng/ml R-spondin-1 conditioned medium (Pepro-
tech), 10% Wnt-3A conditioned medium, 500 nM A83-01
(Tocris).

Human organoid culture and treatment

Patient-derived organoids from endometrial cancer were
cultured as previously reported [32]. The study was
approved by the Ethical Research Committee of the West
China Second Hospital (2017SZ0064).

Cells were seeded into 96-well plates at 3000 per well. In
all, 24 h later, MI-136 were added into three replicate wells
at the concentration of 10 μM. Three days after treatment,
we took four bright-field images for each well. The numbers
of surviving tumor organoids per image were counted. After
that, the survived organoids were quantified by Cell
counting kit-8 (CCK-8), a sensitive mitochondrial activity-
based assay for cell viability. Inhibition scores were deter-
mined by comparing to vehicle-treated wells.

Drug screening

Drivers-defined mouse endometrial cancer organoids were
subjected to a drug screen with Epigenetics Compound
Library (Selleckchem, 276 compounds in total). Tumor
organoids were recovered from Matrigel and dissociated in
TrypLE. Cells were seeded into 96-well plates at 3000 per
well. In all, 24 h later, inhibitors were added into two
replicate wells at the concentration of 10 μM. Three days
after treatment, the survived organoids were quantified by
Cell counting kit-8 (CCK-8). Inhibition scores for each drug
were determined by comparing to vehicle-treated wells.

In the primary screen, 276 drugs are ranked according to
the inhibition score. Drugs with inhibition score <20% were
selected as the candidates. In the second screen, cells were
seeded into 96-well plates at 3000 per well. In all, 24 h later,
the candidates were added into two replicate wells at the
concentration of 1 μM. Three days after treatment, a few
drugs were identified according to the inhibition score. For
validation, they were added at various concentrations and
viability was measured after 72 h. The vehicle (DMSO;
D8418, Sigma Aldrich) was used as a negative control.

Combination index

The combination index of MI-136 and carboplatin was
calculated according to the described protocol [45].

Mice and in vivo treatment

All the mouse experiments were approved by the institutional
Animal Care and Use Committees of Sichuan University. For
in vivo treatment studies, ~2 × 106 sgTrp53; sgPten;
sgPik3r1; Myc; Kras(G12D) mouse endometrial cancer cells
were injected into the left uterus of 8-week-old nude mice.
After needle withdrawal, the incision of the enterocoelia was
closed. Mice were monitored for tumorigenesis by biolumi-
nescence imaging. Drug treatment was initiated on 14 days
after orthotopic transplantation. According to the fluorescence
signal intensity, mice were divided into three treatment pairs.
Mice were daily treated with either vehicle or 40mg/kg
MI136 by intraperitoneal injection. Mice were analyzed by
bioluminescence imaging at indicated time point. Mice were
sacrificed upon the moribund.

Bioluminescence imaging

Mice were given 150 mg/kg D-luciferin potassium salt
(RegisTechnologies) intraperitoneally and imaged on a
Xenogen IVIS Spectrum instrument (PerkinElmer).

An organoid-based drug screening identified a menin-MLL inhibitor for endometrial cancer through. . .



qRT-PCR

Total RNA was extracted with TRIzol (Applied Biosystems)
following manufacturer’s instructions. M-MLV Reverse
Transcriptase was used for reverse transcription according to
the manufacturer’s protocol (Invitrogen). Quantitative real-
time quantitative PCR (qRT-PCR) was performed using
PowerupTM SYBR Green Master Mix (Applied Biosystems)
in an LC480 thermocycler (Roche). The relative expression of
genes were calculated using the 2−ΔΔct method. Gene
expression was normalized to that of β-actin. qRT-PCR was
performed on each sample in triplicate. Data was presented as
relative expression of three biological replicates. The genes
were selected from downregulated genes in the mRNA-seq
data comparing the MI-136 group to the vehicle group. Pri-
mer sequences used to amplify mouse Cav1, Nos2, Nos3,
Pfkfb3, Serpine1, Cdkn1b, Cxcr4, Ep300, Akap12 were listed
in Supplemental Table 1.

Organoids gene editing

Men1, Ash2l, Kmt2a, Hif1a and Hif1b-specific sgRNA
oligos were cloned into the lentiviral vector V2TC, which
expresses sgRNAs and mCherry. sgRNAs were designed by
the CRISPR Design Tool (http://crispr.mit.edu/). The len-
tivirus was harvested in 293T. After dissociating the orga-
noids with TrypLE, cells were mixed with lentivirus and
centrifuged for 1 hr at 2,000 r.p.m, and then incubated for
2 h at 37 °C in a culture incubator to allow transduction. The
cells were then collected, spun at 1500 r.p.m. for 5 min, and
replated in Matrigel as normal.

EdU staining and confocal microscopy

EdU staining was performed with Cell-light EdU Apollo643
in vitro kit(RIBOBIO) following manufacturer’s instruc-
tions. After that, organoids were incubated for 10 min at
room temperature in PBS with DAPI (Sigma, D9542).
Organoids were washed in PBS for 5 min three times,
imaged using the Carl Zeiss Microscopy GmbH LSM880.

RNA-sequencing analysis

RNA was extracted from organoids with the RNeasy Mini Kit
(74104, Qiagen) following the manufacturer’s instructions.
There were two replicates in each group. RNA quality was
analysed using Agilent picochips. Samples with RNA integ-
rity number (RIN) ≥ 7.5 could be subjected to RNA-seq. RNA
libraries were prepared for sequencing using standard Illu-
mina protocols. The mouse RNA-seq data were sequenced
with Illumina NovaSeq 6000 sequencing machine with 150-
bp paired-end reads. The quality control of the RNA-seq data
were carried out by Manufacturer. Raw data were firstly

processed through in-house perl scripts to obtain clean data by
removing reads containing adapter, ploy-N and with low
quality, and Q20(>90), Q30(>85) and GC content of the clean
data meet the standard, and the clean data were used to
downstream analysis. STAR was used to align the mouse
RNA-seq reads to the reference genome (GRcm38) [46].
Transcript was normalized by Transcript per million(TPM).
Genes with absolutely fold changes >1.3 were identified as
differently expressed genes. Heatmap of differently expressed
genes constructed and were normalized by z-scores. Differ-
ently expressed genes in pathway enrichment analysis and
pathway network analysis were performed by ClusterProfiler
[47]. GSEA used statistical approaches to identify sig-
nificantly similarities and differences between two given
clusters by identifying a priori-defined gene sets [48].

The intersection of downregulated genes and HIF signaling
pathway genes was analyzed by VennDiagram [49], and we
used HOMER to find motifs of the non-overlapping genes [50].

The RNA-seq data of human endometrial cancer and
normal endometrial tissues were downloaded from TCGA-
UCEC, and transcripts were normalized by DESeq2 [51].
We used ggpubr to portray the box plot of gene expression
in human endometrial cancer and normal endometrial tis-
sues. P values were calculated using t-test. Ggplot2
[52] was used to determine the correlation between MEN1
and HIF1A mRNA expression in endometrial cancer tissues.

ChIP-seq data collection and visualization

Raw data(fastq file) were downloaded from the NCBI GEO
database under accession codes GSE132827, GSE85317
used Aspera. STAR was used to align the reads to the
reference genome (GRch38) and peak callings were per-
formed using MACS2. Data were visualized by Integrative
Genomics Viewer (IGV) [53].
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